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Do you do as your told to build trust that's not the best avenue. Be led by your fears? Wrong direction 
also. Listen only to yourself, too much pressure within, listen to all -too many voices. What you hear 
should be yourself not others opinions of you like yourself enough not to read into others too much of 
you you should not be influenced easily by others repeat mistakes to be like that only hurts you 
moving forward not a good pathway to change to give in to hate toward you. #mymollydollblog 
#nevergivein #listenoften but not as directed if it makes you uncomfortable then do as you feel is right 
not give in to bad feelings how bad happens. 

Don't repeat the mistakes of others to build or make a point. #truestoriesoffailures #goodluck < #hurt
Don't backwards punish yourself presently that doesn't help you move forward in life to take past beef 
and wear it forward live for the moment try to be new not repeat old patterns love yourself enough to 
let go of the past accept now and be accepting forgiving of others over the little things in life. 
#nobigdeal #mymollydollblog you get punished don't set yourself up for hurt anguish yourself if 
another is wrong toward you that makes worse things. Let go #ignorethem.

Support yourself needed support is bad leadership #WEAK skill set. mymollydoll.com no connections 
= (pure). Good must be plentiful otherwise a rotten egg in distaste causes disgust if imperfect not 
viable for the future of leadership then deemed not worthy of pay. Expectations are not good 
indicators of your best work if you're thinking about now you'll appreciate you if you think ahead 
devalued if insecure feel not able if you set your expectations too high of yourself not meet them. 
You'll let yourself or others down. #mymollydollblog lead yourself not others.

Don't push away to break up a roll because you fear bad when good. That's not how to self-help. 
That's how you're in the wrong when you run away from #love or #help. #mymollydoll likeness is 
wrong.

When you explain something after its happened that's forced explanation to credit discredit you make 
you look stupid by issue pulling objectives from your current pleasantries to send you back to Hell. 

In other words you've lost your angel wings - knocked down everywhere you go. #thatsokay 

Once you become unhappy it sticks to you like a memory shadow glued to your back that hurts just 
ignore it try to recover think we'll about yourself and there's it takes time to heal. #mymollydollblog

Basically I made a bad decision caused embarrassment loss of trust that affected viewpoints I'm sorry 
of me not better but worse I need to realize myself known not keep knocking myself down to let 
others pass. #PresidentTrump #mymollydollblog #habit You deserve in life but never more than you.

Okay so poor timing for the I'm not gay #Tinder movement. If I barf that means not ready. That was a 
poor choice I'm sorry. #PresidentTrump that broke his heart ahead of time and as a result did not trust 
me hurt him. When you back out means #troubleahead. You stop trouble by being ahead.

By the time someone comes up don't punish them for something a long time ago accept them as they 
are new, improved better. When you keep punishing a #good it hurts others makes not well onlookers 
to see inflicted pain and hardship on someone good who's eyes everyone's eyes a few eyes that don't 
like a person are not a majority but a minority of haters should not equate hate. #mymollydollblog
How can you take someone's personal issues personally if I don't even know you. #strangers Dear 
#PresidentTrump They blame their own thoughts toward me as bad I'm good enough. To each his 



#PresidentTrump They blame their own thoughts toward me as bad I'm good enough. To each his 
own. I'm not responsible for the thoughts of others toward me. #whocares not my issue but theirs 
w/me.

Don't use beef to make new beef and say old beef existed #replies #PresidentTrump don't use beef to 
make beef and claim beef exists. #dontfight

Our designated problems are the business of #PresidentTrump 
Group huddle. So what's next. #TrumpSupporters 

Tired ... Resting in bed. Where you're wrong you hurt in the future in the same way you were wrong in 
the past you punish you revert to that feeling as corrected when wrong. Omissions are not 
admissions.

That's not how to fix disabled by making dirty or doing them dirty that just causes upheaval of 
interests non-existent you can't try to hurt someone on purpose that's wrong #bekind 
#mymollydollblog

Maybe you shouldn't share your likes or your hearts how they hurt you. #mymollydollblog be guarded 
always set boundaries keep your personal life to yourself otherwise they make dirt out of nothing to 
see if you make dirt. 🎶  Keep your mind clean.

If you face your fears you detect fears and then fears become you then people are scared of you 
because you look like fear. That's because you're afraid don't wear fears. Keep moving forward run 
away from fears. #mymollydollblog

If you focus on you where others are focused on you if others focus on you when you're focused you 
become de-focused focused on what's being focused on you or others - always focus on you 
otherwise you hear voices. That's how you unfocus attentions. #mymollydollblog (needs work*) 
#beyourself

You can write as you go in life but you can never predict the future by causing harm to those not 
deserving of hardship that does not stop pain from occurring present or not #staywell #nevergiveup 
#representyourselfwell mymollydoll.com 

If you don't respect those who are well don't disrespect them when not well that's not the solution to 
cause pain to prove pain that's being a pain on purpose inflicting pain to justify causing pain to those 
you seem not deserving of respect that's unnecessary pain a grose overstep of boundaries to cause 
harm to someone harmless results in fighting unnecessary hardships on top of hardships causes a 
hard life difficulty functioning and achieving that's called disability an inflicted wound caused by 
someone well who thinks well is invincible or more able than they thought that causes disability when 
you mistreat someone inhumanely that's caused hardship not worthy of attention because it causes 
more pain to see overexpose pain causing agents to those in pain ie me #mymollydollblog that's 
overpowering a well person to cause disability to lift up what? That's called unjustified harm to 
someone innocent who is not of threat or harm to others only to themselves is a non-risk. 
Miscalculated risks cause hardships.

Step out stop right foot to the side - Somebody who already knows you has confidence when they 
see you. #BeHardtoKnow when they know you they do not fear you take you seriously #closetoheart 
takes things personally when not spoken to is not rejection or error but a made condition pulled away 
from others withdrawn is depression not lack of confidence compensating for another's depression 
lifting them can be depressing like an STD.

Basically I made a bad decision caused embarrassment loss of trust that affected viewpoints Im sorry 



Basically I made a bad decision caused embarrassment loss of trust that affected viewpoints Im sorry 
of me not better but worse I need to realize myself known not keep knocking myself down to let 
others pass. #PresidentTrump #mymollydollblog #Habit You deserve in life but never more than you. 
(Noticed Removed - Typed 04-06-18, LAF). 

Removed: 12-23-17 (ch77)
12-23-17

What does mentorship mean to me? It was suggested by Torah Botranger to write for 12 minutes 
everyday on her Instagram blog. It’s 11:45am now on 12-23-17. Great idea.

What does it mean to create an idea and from what basis do ideas come from. –Livelihood? 
Unbringing? These are questions I ask myself. –What are we drawn to? And by what categories of 
likeness are we judged by? Always see the big picture is the lesson Ive learned. When too focused on 
what others think I become ill. When focused on my own thoughts I feel well. –Ive learned to always 
appreciate where I come from, poems from Mr. Wendell and all. So lucky to be from Brentwood. It’s 
now 11:51am.

Chapter 77: Journal Notes (Handwritten) by Leslie A. Fischman
02-22-18

12-18-17

Being put together. Some people put things together to hurt you, if you allow them to and sometimes 
people put things together in a way that helps. –You cannot control the interpretations of others. 
Whether for or against you. It does not make sense why anyone would read along and not support 
me. But take benefit. –That does not make sense to me –why anyone would acquire information from 
a person they do not like. For what reasons are people negative toward others? For what reasons do 
people bring up the past (not true) to serve and benefit themselves, their viewpoints. For what causes 
do they seek to trigger to benefit themselves? There is always cause for worry once aggravated. 
Occurs when one side is not doing well and to better themselves bring down another side. This is 
called competition for happiness. When one cannot be happy for others or anothers happiness 
irritates them. 

That doesn’t make sense to me. Everyone deserves to live a normal life and do the best they can to 
achieve a normal life. There is never any excuse for anger or hostility toward others. Is never justified if 
not purposefully provoked. –Some problems exist within themselves. In it of themselves –in existence 
– meaning not existing because of others. –Problems, ideas, or thoughts. Are most likely generated 
from their own concerns. Assume from a good place to not contribute to those ills. –I was thinking 
about this today –There are conversations, then you leave conversations. How to control yourself 
during unwanted conversations and what to do in the event of aggravation. Usually its best to walk 
away, leave the conversation and not engage others in conversation –avoid fights. –How you function 
afterwards –is in your control. 

No one can control you your thoughts behaviors or how you function in life. It is never your 
responsibility to correct those who have harmed you. People who are exposed to abuse, used to 
those types of relationships will repeat those patterns toward you –hurt you again. Always be 
understanding. Especially when it comes to family and friends. Listen not tell people how you feel, but 
try to make new conversation, not relate whats going wrong with individuals not concerned with 
personal issues. Platforms are not for attention but for communication with others. How people 
identify themselves is their own responsibility, not the responsibility of everyone ever to help one 
person. A person should fix themselves to match their settings and blend in. Not stand out to be fixed. 
That’s trying – recipe for seeking unwanted attention to if talked about can place blame on others –try 
to make someone like you or have similar issues to be addressed or fixed. Best to get professional 



to make someone like you or have similar issues to be addressed or fixed. Best to get professional 
advice, not wear others out with negativity. Once you change it will seem like everything changes 
around you.

12-20-17

Be thankful for every passing day you live. Life is not short but it does not need to be painful or lived 
in regret – if you make the right choices no one can hurt you. –Only yourself by your perceptions. –
Your cares and by your outlook in life and by the judgments you pass on others. Look to your future 
for peace. All that your left with then is your present. –Your present circumstances always figure 
out/predict your future. What may seem trivial in retrospect is never easy to bear when presently 
undergone. Everything you’ve been through in life matters. –Welcome your thoughts with a critical and 
smart heart that cares for yourself help yourself achieve your present –noticed achievements will 
always help others in a way that’s not hurtful but helpful. Never manipulate emotions recognize them 
and always set them aside first. 

What you willingly respond and react to will determine your ability and your ability reflects your 
present outlook without having to explain yourself to others. What makes sense to you may not make 
sense to all. –You have to find your own drives in life –Whether or not always maintain stability a sense 
of normalcy to achieve inner peace –we discussed this.

“Once you change it will seem like everything changes around you” 12-18-17

“Always be the best version of yourself” (@leslie_fischman, Instagram 2016).

When you change what matters to you will help you overcome what bothers you. Change occurs daily 
never at once and always in parts. “Whole is the sum of its parts” #famousquote. Never cease to exist 
–your mind matters but your life and livelihood accepted is more important.

-

12-28-17

You should never become too dependent on any one thing or person for love. That is up to you how 
you play your cards in life and where you end up in life is up to you. Don’t fret the small stuff in life. 
Always focus on the big picture. If you’re not where you need to be in life and not happy then think 
about what will make you happy in life. Never get too caught up in the delusion of unhappiness. Don’t 
lock yourself into unhappy or unwanted thoughts. Think about what it is that will make you happy. Is 
what you’re doing right now going to help you achieve happiness in life why or why not. Don’t let 
anyone bring you down in life. –We all get sick sometimes its all a matter of getting well and staying 
well. 

12-29-17

You have to be careful –what you consume affects you. What is becoming of you is when you 
represent yourselves and others well. Always be in control of your emotions. What you send out 
(energy) gets sent back to you. Especially on social media. –Where we are easily affected by others 
and easily misread. Who you are and who you are associated to matters. You build those associations 
to you by the likes you choose. –How people see what matters to you –and what youre affected by. 
Always see the big picture. –Nothings a big deal if you don’t make it out to be a big deal. Think in 
terms of consequences. –How does your audience feel. That’s a good indicator of how you should 
project yourself online to others –help make normal others. When you are normal everything around 



project yourself online to others –help make normal others. When you are normal everything around 
you will feel normal too. 

01-18-18

Im not feeling well today. Im not sure whats wrong it must be stress … on my heart making me feel 
bad about myself. Im having difficulty feeling good in life and finding joy and satisfaction again in life. I 
just want to feel well and do well. Maybe I need to study for my life and health exam. [At the time I got 
a job as a life insurance agent, and did not stay, too difficult to learn new material right now, that’s 
why]. I think that will make me feel better about myself not communications. I think too many 
communications subjects me to harm and hardship in life. Im trying to just maintain a steady head on 
my shoulders at this point not worry too much about what others think of me and just stay positive. Im 
not sure whats wrong with me. I should not need to convince everyone of my mental illness or whats 
wrong with me. I just wanted to do well in life and now Im not doing well. I don’t think that my life 
should be ruined. I should still have an opportunity to achieve in life and do well with or without 
others. [ie. Be independent of others, regain my sense of self-confidence].

01-28-18

You have to be careful what you write online not all of it is in your best interests to share out loud –
some of it when put together can make you look delusional and paranoid when written said out loud 
and explained. If its just something bothering you it need not be something that has to bother 
everyone. That is a misnomer that something that bothers you a little now is so important to discuss 
because it will bother you more at some future point in time. You just have to let things go and not be 
bothered by others or happenings, whether or not to do with you or others. That’s just a manifestation 
of your paranoia nothing to do with the judgments passed by others. 

01-06-18

When you’re bad, people will try to situate blame upon you to get you to say and behave in a way that 
illustrates what puts you in those shoes in life and what is considered your downfall. Always listen to 
others and not try too hard or be defiant as that looks like ego over compensation for retardation or 
disability/addiction. You cannot change what others think of you or be put together. Sometimes you 
have to learn when to quit or change pace or stop before its too late, you only have one life to live, 
don’t ruin it chasing dreams, or you will not feel good about yourself if you do things to feel good or to 
make others feel good just work hard, be your best self.

-----

02-07-18

Just because I don’t write doesn’t mean I have no thoughts. Im just resting need to conserve my 
energy due to burn out. What is wanted –is what is communicated. You have to be strong.

02-07-18

When people get upset with you they expect something from you provoked behavior to cause a 
consequence or a fact to occur to connect. That’s mean and elaborate to connect bad to good. You 
cannot go backwards in life image wise once youre done youre done. Its hard to repair yourself. Its 
never too late to get healthy be well. 



never too late to get healthy be well. 

02-07-18

You cannot be a machine in life you have to keep going but not put yourself at risk of harm. That’s not 
just about image but about your health and your heart. In order to stay strong you have to be good.

02-07-18

I feel like literal interpretations can cause illness. Its not for one to judge the other based upon choices 
in life. 

02-07-18

Its never too late to change and speak well of yourself otherwise they test for negative patterns hurt 
you. Always listen to your Doctor trust them.

02-07-18

No Im not always on my phone. Im a writer. I wrote my book on my phone.

02-08-18

I don’t think that setups are necessary to hurt others esteem to prove guilt or not be watched 
constantly that’s an abuse of power an unwanted touching of my mind. Im not an experiment. I cannot 
listen to songs of victims. That’s too polluted harmful to the purpose of being positive not thinking 
negatively about self and/or others. I’m sorry I said to my Dad if he goes I’ll go with him, that wasn’t 
nice of me to say that, I should be positive. I never complain or blame others for my problems. 

02-08-18

You cant win them all life is not a game to be broken or one sided or not. No harm to others is ever 
valuable to society.

02-08-18

Im having difficulty being. My sense of being is physically disturbed. Why Im on heavy meds. I don’t 
have identity issues. Im not a violent person toward self or others. Im not feeling well feeling ill need to 
get my rest and sleep now get my energy back no worry others. Not share pains or delusions just be 
normal. 

02-08-18

I don’t think I handled the stress and trauma from recent events well. And went on a Tinder date. Then 
back to Jay, he called, 10 days later, now I feel grose. This was not a good two months for me. Plus 
someone left trash on the trash can. Snacks.



someone left trash on the trash can. Snacks.
The fine was really traumatizing –pause long – nothing to say. Zoned out. I think that its very difficult 
to help others when you yourself are not doing well strong. Life can be traumatizing. I just need to 
focus on sleep and rest, recuperate. Think. Im starting IOP again. Was planning to, but not going to 
go, I don’t have time to sit and talk. Maybe that will help with my thought disorders. Keep me 
centered. Focused on me. 

02-10-18

What happens when others try to be you in life not themselves problems occur. –You can always help 
others but you cannot always be perfect in life. It takes time to get to better in life. –Life’s not all about 
mystery. –When you share too much about yourself you run the risk of getting blamed in life for 
causes and circumstances outside of your immediate control. –You cannot change others only 
yourself. Don’t expect people to change for you. You are responsible for yourself always. People will 
think what they want if misguided to feel better than. –That’s irresponsibility toward others. 

02-10-18

Secrets don’t really help when everyone knows something you don’t know. –Setting you up for failure 
in life, when you do your best and your best is not good enough. –You get compared to the ill –
wealthy. Im not successful with money never paid. –Don’t make me ill, treat me as sick. –Need to take 
a nap now rest. 

02-10-18

When youre not feeling well there is nothing you can do to make your life better. That’s when pain hits 
–its called disappointment occurring on a high note in life when you are doing well and you get sent 
backwards in life. –So you cannot function well. That is how people get hurt caring for and about 
others. Always be respectful of the time and spaces of others. –You never know who is fragile who is 
not. Always be kind to others.

02-10-18

I never self-sabatoge usually when doing well you attract others and from that attention a judgment is 
made as to your sense of being –niceness to others, care future well being in hardship. 

Chapter 36: Connections by Leslie A. Fischman
01-02-17

For every connection made that is a connection taken. I see that now. Upon interaction with my 
connections those are then sides taken opposing toward me on sides in opposition toward me by 
those sides operate toward to correct me based on the needs of one toward me not based upon my 
safety needs, this in turn gets more people to turn on me. There's nothing that can be done once one 
turns on you, and those close to you do, eventually everyone does in imitation of one another's 
popular viewpoint so that's one campaign against me. for example, that's they're experiment. 

Everybody has their off days, we do not always make sense. It's not always necessary to discuss 
personal matters out loud. Doing onto others as you wish done to you means not reacting and 
differently had their reactions been negative or positive toward you, for what matters what or over 
what issues, is not your responsibility to figure out but best take care of yourself first, the rest should 



what issues, is not your responsibility to figure out but best take care of yourself first, the rest should 
fall into place. 

Eventually accept people for who they are on the inside not how born. That I can't control sorry. 

Sometimes you're powerless you should always see positive. 

When people are doing well don't take it personally when you're not doing well and they notice that, 
it's not to point that out be in your face about it to see how you respond. 

Condescending tones are annoying and not helpful for progress social progress, building a better 
understanding. -This occurs, by being accepting of one another within reason by consistently setting 
boundaries for ourselves others will respect us more for doing so with or without explanation than be 
a doormat. 

Always see the good in others. 

While writing I was thinking ... Order of the squares matter they're like magic cards they help or hurt 
the next square move along feel better. How you should read to strengthen self, look for errors to 
strengthen, or find weaknesses and if so support weaknesses. When you support weaknesses that's 
called thinking positively. #SocialMedia

Always strive for success that comes from good minded individuals with purpose gone right in life 
solid ground sets for themselves is how a warrior is made in life unaffected by others

You can remove yourself from situations, from people, places, and be removed of things, but that 
should not change the integrity of your character should remain the same we are all human after all. At 
what point do you start living, and stop worrying. At what point do you start living and stop hating. At 
what point do you stop judging others and hurting others based on what you think of them, not true. 
When is the time for everyone to move forward? Nows a good time. #HappyNewYear

What We See We Remember by Leslie A. Fischman
01-06-17

What we see is what we remember is what gets promoted about us, not by whats in our closet, or in 
our bedrooms. That is not how people see us, by our private spaces. Is not how you judge a cover by 
its book, its by how you remember identify yourself, not by the baggage of others, or by your things in 
life. You cant go backwards and try to be a better you, you have to just be you as you are now. That’s 
how to build a better you, from here forward, not by going backwards. Your past picture is always 
your best profile picture, as you remember you best. Ive found that that has helped me, gear myself 
back to reality, and how I understand my direction and self in life, and where I am headed, not by the 
direction of others, headed in life. Its important to stay true to your character, not be easily impressed 
upon or molded, slightly stubborn, but cautious, is the best way to lead yourself in any public 
environment. I have found that to rehabilitate my character it takes time, by good merits only. When I 
infuse myself with the troubles of others, bear burdens, that’s my weight. Not the weight of others 
upon me, but my instincts, errors, failure, to overcome. Perfection is a job, not a hobby, when you 
perfect yourself, you understand your own intrinsic value, that no other person’s value should affect 
you in communication. Its not contagious, stupidity , its just a recognized failure on my record, that 
cannot be removed, that was my biggest failure.

Chapter 46: Whats On My Mind by Leslie A. Fischman
01-07-17



01-07-17

Life Isnt About Image or Connections by Leslie A. Fischman
01-03-17

Life isn’t about image or connections, its upon your own basis you become you, based upon your own 
merits in life, not the merits or good merits of others. How you self-identify and what becomes of you 
is how you will be judged by others. Always be yourself, you need not justify why you are the way you 
are or for what reasons you are ill is no ones business but your own. If you are doing everything you 
can to be well, than no people or persons should make you sick. People are not contagious, its bad 
ideas that are feared as being contagions, everyone is responsible for themselves, you cannot control 
others, it is not by our ideas that make us who we are but by our thoughts which control our actions 
and behaviors that make us who we are, how we are in public, how we address others, and how we 
ourselves are addressed, is a manifestation of how we see ourselves is how others will see us in reply, 
always be appropriate in public dressed and around others. That is how to be well-liked. When you 
are judged that is no excuse for self hatred or for upset, you can only do your best, and if your best is 
not well received than acceptance of self is required you cannot be accepted by all, that’s called 
discrimination. You just have to accept that some people will not like you for whatever reasons, 
whether by your associations connections what you represent or what they think you represent or by 
where your headed in life, they think deserving or not. Intimidation and wins are for the weak, life’s not 
a competition, take life easy, and always be there for others, when you help yourself, others will be 
helped too.

Moving Forward and Backtracking by Leslie A. Fischman
01-05-17
 
Whenever we move forward in life its common to backtrack and review ourselves, our strengths our 
weaknesses, and try to better our self and our image. Life is all about perfection. How we view 
ourselves, much to the same effect is how others will view us. If we do not go backwards and make 
our amends, and edit, then we as writers, subject ourselves to harsh and unnecessary scrutiny. 
Writing is all about perfection, no spelling errors, and no typographical mistakes. All of which affect 
the readers understanding of what is written. It is very important as a writer and publisher to always 
be unique, and to always be neat and tidy, that is how to make a good blog, one that is read, with 
ease. When there are errors, and blocks this causes the reader to question the source, and that is why 
people are blocked, and questioned, when they themselves are not tidy and neat looking they will be 
judged. It is by how we present ourselves, that we are looked at, manage your presence at all times 
well, in order to be well received, that is how to be best approachable.

Being Raised Conservative by Leslie A. Fischman
01-06-17

When you leave the woodwork you realize what you have, I was raised very conservative, and now I 
understand why. It was to protect me from harm, that when we let loose we will be judged by others, 
its how we are taken seriously, that others will judge us, based upon our own merits, and what we 
bring to the table, skills. Those skills are by education and background, those build the backbones to 
companies, and from there a company grows. What is independence. We chatted today before the 
meeting, to me that means a Corporation that is independently run, by its employees, who are 
independent of one another, not co-dependent. In the real world, I see that individuals, base selves on 
their accolades and based upon their merits, how confidence is made, not by being inside a group but 
by what they bring to the table, that is how confidence is made. You can only see yourself, when you 
are in a group of people, who is accepting of you not hard on you, know your worth. Sometimes in 
close relationships, people are hard on us, that’s to protect us from harm. When we understand the 
value of self, in relationship to others, we will know ourselves best. How to behave in front of others, 



value of self, in relationship to others, we will know ourselves best. How to behave in front of others, 
whether to be known for our present or our past, and from that point determine how well known, know 
you best, not others, how to get to know yourself among people, how to self identify. When people 
look at you and think you are something you are not, that is because they know you based on what 
they hear, not based on what they know, or see, and that is always understandable, we give thanks to 
others, for acceptance always, how to move forward, and not discuss our private lives out loud, or 
professional selves, in order to maintain a positive outlook in life, is by our work ethic not others 
points of views. This is clear upon meeting people very well adjusted, I too was once well adjusted, 
and now struggle because of my relationships gone sour, while attending law school. I will never 
understand the pressure perceived until I undergo it myself. What you say about yourself, is by what 
rumor is known about you, always be truthful, and give value to your life presently, everything is a 
matter of correction. When you are a perfectionist and corrected, then you should know better how to 
behave is how one is treated, who looks or appears mentally ill, that’s called passing judgment upon 
another’s circumstances, and adding fruit to the table of concerns. What is concerning is what alarms, 
people should never be alarmed by adjusters. Adjusters are people who are accepting of all people, 
they themselves must be conservative minded, if to be a backbone to others, to mirror conversation 
behavior. That is how trust is built, not by surprises, but by dialect, being conservative minded. 
Conservative minded means being a defensive driver in life, watching out always for concerns, 
addressing concerns accordingly, and by offering reassurances. Reassurances are guaranteed by 
behavior present, and behavior continued, elsewhere. It is known that I struggled with alcohol after 
law school, its never been a problem in my life professionally, always sound, and never a threat to my 
environment, or to others, I’m not a loose canon, its by judgments threats to me, that occurred (once), 
said something back under the influence (once), that is not me but a product of my circumstances, I 
was judged as something I am not, and because they thought I was a whore, I was treated like that, 
Im very chaste, never dressed like a whore, never behaved like one, always conservative toward 
others.

Whats Important to You by Leslie A. Fischman
01-07-17

Whats important to you matters, however it may not always matter to others. What you project about 
yourself personally, is how you fail, in the image department. That cannot be removed from your 
record, how others see you, that is something that you cannot control. In the grand scheme of things, 
how you will be viewed and judged will be a matter of principles based, not gusto or energy, but by 
your nature and value and givingness to the trade, that is your writing. Overall how you will be 
perceived is how you are judged by others, as worthy of attention, put together, a cohesive idea, or 
something that needs more work. That is called acceptance. What matters to you may not matter to 
everyone, but that doesn’t mean that you or your ideas don’t matter at all. With proper training and 
instruction you too can make a difference in the lives of others, its all a matter of manifestation, and 
willingness to learn and try, always doing your best. How you represent self matters, and based upon 
those judgments and first impressions, a judgment is passed upon you, accepted or declined, 
mattered or fabricated, together or not, or picked apart. You should never be insulted by the input of 
others, and that should not change you or your feelings about yourself, or cause you to question 
yourself or others. That is your instability, a reflection of your own instability, when you feel judged. To 
think positively of oneself, is how to undo negative opinions about oneself.

Chapter 44: Communications by Leslie A. Fischman
01-07-17

I share ideas for betterment. 🌸  How we communicate needs be normal positive conservative to be 



I share ideas for betterment. 🌸  How we communicate needs be normal positive conservative to be 
well-liked treated without talk. 

I'm low key because I'm me. 🌸

The negative is acceptance past. 

How I share is by quotes. 🌸

The undercut to esteem is failure.

When you go backwards to connect. Re-connect why move forward in life, make new connections, 
that's how to survive. 

You keep all your friends and make new friends how to survive be a success in life well-liked. 🌸

Intimidation is a quality of character. How you see yourself. 

Lives ruined are lives ruined. 🌸  Don't ruin yours at your expense. 

Those who have a lot are a lot. 🌸

One bad connection doesn't make you who you are you are responsible for you always. 🌸

Be your own best influence in life do not be influenced by another's sins should not affect you next to.

Some people defend some listen. 

Guilt is when you personalize to self emphatically the experiences of others, always stay in your 
shoes. That's not how to identify the positions of others not by glue. But by what we put together. 
Always stick to positive bases. 

Guilt is an emotion of regret. If you live without regrets you stay positive how you attract others. 

Causes for behavior are always on your own doings emotional bases.

When you leave a situation take from it and learn do better for self and others, always be a 



When you leave a situation take from it and learn do better for self and others, always be a 
perfectionist. You reflect you. Others do not impress upon you your character is by your merits. When 
it's difficult you try harder. 

You cannot be others take places in life you can only best be you. What id say to myself sitting there 
as me now, show up more positive smile more be more reassuring not be sensitive and have more 
confidence. How I was influenced. When you wish, you've lost yourself in life, how you know you've 
created errors for yourself in life that cannot be removed forgotten that's called self-harm. You can 
only best be you, help you best in order to see best for others. 

Backwards review to see forwards blame is counterproductive for all.

Humor I can't do anymore because it looks insensitive that's an issue. 

Represent yourself well not ideas. You should not pick apart glue. 

Where ideas come from are by comparisons better thans. 

What you relate to reflects you. 

We can only relate to others by:

    Impression 
    Experience 
    Empathy
    Sympathy
    Alikeness
    Differences
    Identities 

When the happiness of others (1) bothers you or (2) you think is directed toward you or at your 
circumstances you know (3) you think too much of yourself: (a) too highly (b) not humble enough (c) 
not in their shoes. 

Lift yourself up to lift others. 🌸

When you're well adjusted. Others will similarly be adjusted to you, seem well adjusted too. When you 
are not well adjusted everything stands out to you. It's what you see that matters in self and others 
why they say to always see the good in others. 

Direct communications lead to poor communications. How to think different from self and others. The 
less you try. To be direct the more you indirectly communicate the more direct communications the 
more direct you communicate. All responses to your communications are valued or devalued based 



more direct you communicate. All responses to your communications are valued or devalued based 
on response. 

The negative is acceptance past. 

How I share is by quotes. 🌸

Be your own best influence in life do not be influenced by another's sins should not affect you next to. 

One bad connection doesn't make you who you are you are responsible for you always. 🌸

Being a Positive Influence by Leslie A. Fischman
11/19/17
 
Being a positive influence requires knowledge of the appropriate settings for putting positives into 
motion. This requires tact. Not just responsibility to care for oneself and others, but for ability to 
respond under pressure, in the right, and correct wrongs as you go, that’s how you become a base 
station and a point of reference for assistance while in a state of trauma, trauma occurs when you are 
not in the know and something happens, so long as we are all in the know, nothing can happen by 
surprise anymore to us, that is my sole mission, to help others stay in the know and positive, so that 
they can react in a way that supports positive functioning not dysfunction. I grew up with ADD/ADHD, 
if I sound immature to you I’m sorry but this is the way I write and this is the way I sound, and this is 
how I react, always with assurances and always with positivity, I was raised to always see the good in 
others, and with that viewpoint, I have been able to achieve in life, not live in fear. Living in fear occurs 
when you see negatively, and see the negatives, by over focusing on negatives, that is how one 
becomes concerned with others, it is never your responsibility to care for others, unless you are a 
professional and certified by state law, Colorado State Law, I am a Certified Crisis Hotline Counselor. 
And with that responsibility it is my job to make productive the times in trauma, that’s how I help 
others. By not mentioning the negatives and not corresponding with negatives that is how we can 
best deter crime and stop crime, that is my theory that is my belief, in response to the times. The 
more ads you place above the more ads you get back. That is a given President Barack Obama put so 
many ads up in the Press Secretary’s room I had to respond to that crisis and put an ad up on my 
blog, which ended up getting taken down for a period in time by a court order Texas, we are sorry you 
lost your homes, because of a lawsuit, I got sued and put in jail and in the psych ward because I hit 
my head because I relapsed on cocaine and Leo died of Cancer. That is why sometimes, whether or 
not you agree, you should just ignore or block people from the reality of your situation, so things don’t 
become an unnecessary situation, where others live in fear, because one is not liked is no big deal, its 
just a consequence of someone being put in jail for no reason, a prisoner of war, until everything 
resolves itself, I came up with the solution: #bloggingcampaign. It is still in its developmental stages 
World Peace as we all adjust and respond by words or actions, this takes time says The Academy 
Awards, who are experts in World History, I am not a Historian I’m just a writer, and reader of what is 
assigned to me. I would never hurt anyone with my blogs or threaten anyone with my blogs because 
that is why I committed suicide because a Lawyer in the Valley threatened my Family to speak (2008) I 
read that blog on Google and committed suicide (2009) after joining the US Navy. Why a cruiseliner 
sunk, because of Petrocelli, it “hit a rock” and then Barack made the #MLKMemorial, I mean I’m not 
sure what he is trying to communicate, but I think we should all trust one another, and not cross lines, 
burn bridges, or place blame, if you have questions attack me that’s what I’m here for like a Juke Box 
EMLK for everyone! 



Facebook Heading: #BlogPost: Being a Positive Influence by Leslie A. Fischman = EMLK 
#bloggingcampaign #mymollydoll #mattel #americangirl #PresidentTrump #Oklahoma #76Station 
#Books #DanBrown #Dolls #Guys #Mean #Nice #WhatClub? Says #AngelinaJolie

12-27-17

My Main Objective is to Continue to Help Others While Continuing My Legal Education at Thomas 
Jefferson School of Law. That is my Main Objective, in Whatever Capacity I am Able to, as a Blogger, 
Sober, Celibate, and Clean. Through Quotes Since 2013, a Blogger Online. 

Welcome to mymollydoll.com where I have collected my best works and share what is important to 
me moving forward, while helping others to move forward from hardships and trauma, related to 
mental health issues. I have tried many different systems of support while coping with mental illness, 
however, none of which seemed to address the topics, which were causing me, and those around me 
hardship. To combat these issues, not punish those who have been harmed and may come across as 
mentally [deficient] or not the brightest, we should as a society do our best to strengthen the good 
characteristics that bind us, while selectively discouraging those characteristics we abhor or find 
troublesome by simple ignoring and/or not shedding light upon the negative, by instead focusing the 
positive insights that help us, to favor the assembly of new ideas for progress, that produce more 
positive outcomes overall, that is how I am able to help, in my current capacity, as a Law Student, by 
making peace not waves.
Expectations by Leslie A. Fischman

12-25-17
 
Not withstanding current hardships, I write, this piece, keep moving forward. At a snails pace, and 
always with advance warning write, to anyone who is in opposition to me, that is how I have written 
since 2013. Be careful not to connect negatives to positives, this creates hardships and hardships 
interfere with expectation, and high expectations of oneself. Always be respectful of higher 
authorities, and always make sure to give credit where credit is due, Red Cross i.e Professionals. –Its 
never important to credit people for good deeds, or to seek credit for good deeds, that’s a misnomer, 
but to file oneself among, is appropriate.
 
What you are influenced by is what has been read, I influence myself for that matter, a writer. I just 
looked up my Curator Application to the US Supreme Court, and here we are today, with a new 
foundation #mmdfilmbase. Not the purposes for this website, not connected. Not for award. Not 
related, to my causes. That’s a negative connection sought to justify a connection made, and where 
ideas come from. 
 
#PublicSafety
 
When safety needs are met. How can safety needs be met, by connections. When safety needs are 
met connections are made. 
 
“Your pathways in life matter much the same as your pages online to your though[t] processes and by 
what you connect is based on what you read. I love the #newspaper why we have them.”
 
I don’t feel like writing anymore. Will discuss public safety in my next post.

Being Put Together by Leslie A. Fischman
12/18/17 (Originally Handwritten - Journal)

How people put things together –Some people put things together to hurt you, if you allow them to –



How people put things together –Some people put things together to hurt you, if you allow them to –
and sometimes people put things together in a way that helps. –You cannot control the interpretations 
of others –whether for or against you. It does not make sense why anyone would read along and not 
support me. –But take benefit [from my hard work and effort, writing, and academic disciplined 
knowledge]. –That does not make sense to me –why anyone [would try to credit themselves force 
credit upon themselves by triggering me personally now, for what consequences forward does that 
serve] –would acquire information information from a person they do not like. For what reason are 
people negative toward others? For what reasons do people bring up the past (not true) to serve and 
benefit themselves, their viewpoints. For what causes do they seek to trigger to benefit themselves? 
There is always cause for worry once aggravated. Occurs when one side is not doing well and to 
better themselves bring[s] down another side. This is called competition for happiness. When one 
cannot be happy for others or another’s happiness irritates them. 

[Always see the big picture, do not blame causes and consequences on oneself, when one is not in 
the spotlight and another is, there is no one to blame but the spotlight and from where that spotlight 
occurs, and for what reasons, positive or negative, I would never enter the spotlight, when I am not 
doing well, I’m not retarded, I’m cautious, and I warn others, how to behave, not get into trouble and 
how to achieve peace within before trying to correct others, is wrong, aggravation is wrong in all 
forms, I’m not famous, everyone has their own lives, that’s assuming there’s an obsession with me, a 
non-existent public-obsession and trying to affect me to see if theres existence of one, that’s called 
delusional behavior toward others, that’s called manipulation, to purposefully affect others, to 
generate a reaction to feel better about oneself, that is wrong, that is called being selfish about ones 
self]. 

That doesn’t make sense to me. Everyone deserves to live a normal life and do the best they can to 
achieve a normal life. There is never any excuse for anger or hostility toward others. [It] is never 
justified if not purposefully provoked. –Some problems exist within themselves. In it of themselves – in 
existence – meaning not existing because of others. –Problems, ideas, or thoughts. Are most likely 
generated from their own concerns. Assume from a good place to not contribute to[ward] those ills. –I 
was thinking about this today –There are conversations, then you leave a conversatio[n]. How to 
control yourself during unwanted conversations and what to do in the event of aggravation. –Usually it 
[is] best to walk away, leave the conversation and not engage others in conversation –avoid fights. –
How you function afterwards –is in your control. 

[Don’t attack others to feel a certain way in order to function in a way that brings you peace centers 
you makes better you, that is wrong, to be co-dependent on others, or to trigger others, to re-set your 
mood to better or better than]. 

No one can control you, your thoughts behaviors of how you function in life. It is never your 
responsibility to correct those who have harmed you. People who are exposed to abuse, used to 
those types of relationships will repeat those patterns toward you –hurt you again. Always be 
understanding. Especially when it comes to family and friends. Listen not tell people how you feel, but 
try to make new conversation, not relate what’s going wrong with individuals [who are] not concerned 
with personal issues [generally in states of crisis, -but concerned with themselves, their safety needs, 
that’s why I said always be understanding of others]. Platforms are not for attention but for 
communication with others. How people identify themselves is their own responsibility [including their 
own feelings and emotions, toward themselves, and toward others] –not the responsibility of everyone 
ever to help one person, a person should fix themselves to match their settings and blend in. Not 
stand out to be fixed. That’s trying –recipe for seeking unwanted attention so if talked about can place 
blame on others [or create circumstances to justify win arguments or point blank prove a side or 
occurrence or sequence of events, or likelihood of causal connections or correlations, after the facts 
trigger and then see if any dice pattern throw out differently to match ones viewpoints toward or 
against an individual or group of individuals innocent is wrong –it is never the victims fault, always 
remember that]. -[or] try to make someone like you or have similar issues to be addressed or fixed. 



remember that]. -[or] try to make someone like you or have similar issues to be addressed or fixed. 

[Be careful not to take on characters past in someones life to prove past or see if present occurs to 
denominate any individual as problematic characteristically or see if problems occurred in another 
character past, to judge a character now, that’s manipulation, use of self, to indicate characterisitics in 
other by default, ie manipulation, planned occurrence or planned response to triggers given]. 

Best to get professional advice, not wear out others with negativity [sought or felt upon interaction 
with others, based upon their present circumstances, who they are now, or who they were past, that’s 
stuff you usually keep to yourself in your own head, not trigger others negatively to generate 
responses, that’s considered immature ordinarily behavior, but for the times, common under crisis]. 
Once you change it will seem like everything changes around you. 

Sincerely,

Leslie A. Fischman
Dear ALL Readers
MYMOLLYDOLL
“Golly” Speech by Barack Obama Remixed (CSPAN 2013)

-----
 
[iMovie 235:] Normal v. Weird (Live in Session argued by Leslie Fischman January 2013 inside The US 
Supreme Court). If its weird fix it don’t try to understand it, if its violent calm everything down, if it’s 
foggy inform. We believe in Solutions, Not Defenses, Reporting Not Curbed Wordage to Create Leans 
in any one Direction. That wastes time, our main goal is to always be on time. Where we need to be 
not where others put us, always in control of our own dispositions –is what we believe makes the best 
functioning societies. (It was so foggy and violent I wrote everyday online for 4-5 years continuously 
until we all got on the same page). #WorldPeace = #Clairty of the #Issues, Balanced Perspectives, and 
is a 24 hr job from the moment you sign up for it, just like supporting a cause or non-profit you never 
stop making a difference in that department until things get better. Pick wisely.

On rare occasions are we given the opportunity to communicate on neutral grounds it is at these 
times we should be thankful for both what is helpful and or [of] no use but relevant nonetheless. Be 
grateful for those who share their stories. Without purpose to harm anyone or be benefited themselves 
in doing so but because it helps shed light on something, a situation, or present circumstance in a 
way we would not otherwise see had they not shared given their insight into how and why these 
crimes occur and what has been done to stop them. We have done everything we can and we will 
continue to do everything we can which includes improving upon our systems of communication crisis 
response and timing of such responses and prepare those who are new to change how best to cope 
with the present times not live in fear but [build a better] understanding of the basic ebbs and flows of 
human progress and communicate effectively with one another in a way that fosters development not 
stifle one another’s growth. We will continue to do our best to implement new sources for coping, 
provide resources, and strengthen existing strategies while trying new means of communicating once 
those previously used means crease to be effective in combatting terror. We have few resources when 
limited and many when we act as one. You can choose to continue disagreeing or realize once you 
turn on one you turn on all. Nows not the time for criticism. Nows not the time for complaint over 
selfish needs. Now is a good time to work diligently. Be prepared everyday for the next day and do 
your best to contribute to the safety of those around you no[t] put anyone on our soil in harms way 
because you think deserved or not your problem. Make it your problem to keep one another on track 
and do what you can in order to promote that positive development in one another. I will do my best 
to improve. Be strong. And continue providing services online to those in need. I’m sorry for your 
losses I wish there was more I could do, but I have to be cautious not erratic and be Professional 
which requires me to process produce and proceed slowly so that in the vent of an emergency we can 



all proceed swiftly. That’s how you prepare one another by adhering to basic standards of 
professionalism. There are rules and requirements for good reason you either chose to dismiss or 
follow. If you are harmed as a result of not sticking to those rules and scripts than we apologize if our 
services are of no value to you we can only help those who honor and respect those traditions we 
hold dear. Our set of laws that bind and protect our best interests – Goodnight everyone. Leslie 
Fischman on behalf of USMC my New Superiors Online. We Need Back Up. Petrocelli was too 
Accusatory Broke the Law by #mymollydoll #HouseofCommons Speech by Leslie A. Fischman

10/25/17
 
The use of subtleties will never change in the field of art and architecture and now the English 
language, that is called the artistic use of communication to share ideas and belief systems to 
support, demote, promote, construct, deconstruct, take away, simplify, negate, privilege, accentuate, 
amplify, denounce, knight, shame, guilt, downtrodden, deflame, inflame, react, cause to react, test, 
weaken, or support arguments in favor of or disfavor toward any one group or sides why they freed 
OJ, this was very problematic toward my future, 4 times jailed and 7 times psych warded for 14 days 
each, while he was in jail for 10 years after I committed sucide 2009 after applying to the #usnavy 
2009 and DNC 2009, and my Father died with an hemangioma 2009, after my neighbor [asked who 
do you think did it after reading my paper] after reading a deposition [because he said the kids were 
looking for their mom] why I committed suicide, not what I had written, all I had written was a letter 
of apology to those who have died overseas and that I had acknowledged there was war overseas, 
and that my Father was quiet, and I committed suicide because I read on Johnny Cochran’s website 
to be quiet if you know anything, which was that my Father said his Children were looking for their 
Mother, I was not looking for my Mom, I was asleep after my Dance Recital, did not go to Mezzaluna, 
was invited (regret not going now, have mentioned before in previous statements if there was 
something we could've have done to stop something bad from occurring what would we have done, 
attended, I'm very meticulous would have noticed if she left her sunglasses), and because I was tired, 
barely remembered the steps, slept soon after. –When on tour at Southwestern I went back after the 
Vanna White one day of class at Southwestern rose my hand and responded, to the Professor’s 
question, spoke to Prof. Aronofsky (a different Professor I met during snacktime I later visited at his 
Office found him [on a separate visit, a second visit, later visit, to drop off my application probably or 
some papers] a third visit the other being an Interview > then got into #UWLA, with my name tag 
Visitor Tag on [during the 2nd Interview], asked him about Deposition Questions and Responses, when 
a Question is asked in a way and a Response generated what does that mean, what does the 
response mean, is it the question asked that’s why responded to in that way, is why responded to in 
that way, is the purpose for why the question asked, that was 2008.

Facebook Heading: Petrocelli was too Accusatory Broke the Law by #mymollydoll (Y) My Father was 
Defensive (In Civil Trials: You Have the Right Not to Testify Against Yourself in a Criminal Trial Previous 
- He Broke the Law) #TrialoftheCentury > #Shapiro #Brunos <oh I get it> <already framed> <fox 
news> <Forbes 500 Kid> <mymollydoll> #HouseofCommons

My Moon Gravity Speech by Leslie A. Fischman
10/04/17
 
From which all things project positives are made, whether in the negative back to turn over positive 
future or negative forward to turn positive better, these are the lessons that forgiveness teaches us. 
For the sake of all elementary thoughts combined to make one, think of the moon last, the mother of 
all good, born, recreated, blessed, and sound, by waves of improvement earth was made, blessed by 
someone who cares who helped shape us by water, is where life develops. A lesson we should never 
forget, how humanity was made, the combination of those who survive to build the strong. Who cares 
if the Dinosaurs are gone. I make Disney Books online like buttons control the music industry, a book 
gifted to my sister Frank Gehry, a drawing you took to build Disney Center and turn her against me, 
over what a soccer foot, to keep apart, we shared a room my whole life, and love for redecorating our 



over what a soccer foot, to keep apart, we shared a room my whole life, and love for redecorating our 
space, moving around Ikea furniture until we got a custom built in for our room and covered one wall 
with magazine photos in high school, beauty, to beauty we prayed and slept under, faces of women, 
like the moon, something beautiful to come. And separated my Mother from Christopher DiFranco a 
real Movie Pitcher, who because of time spent with, committed suicide February 2009, my Mom not 
picking up her phone busy, detached, did not understand the gravity of circumstances under.

World Peace Speech MIT Backup to Speech One MIT Response to Post Re: #Mankind
Date: 09/30/17 – Written First on #Microsoft Word – Meaning of Life: Letters.
 
My Car is something made with thought, thought to be had, thought to be made, when misused for a 
purpose other than for what it was created, to transport the living to and from a location for survival 
destination and departure, sin occurs. For what purpose is it to communicate a feeling inside 
something for which a car was not make or communicated for, used for a purpose other than for what 
it was made, as a shelter, not a system of transportation, high class transportation. BMW made the 
back seat bigger in my new X3, great predictors, if this ones this way she’ll get this one when that X5 
dies, from #Colorado. Love You Guys. The Letter Code: That’s Our Baby Girl: They Shout. Banana 1: 
Stick Shift (Like a Porsche) #Cute.
 
See:
 
Something intrinsically valuable which cannot be replaced by anything new is called of value, written 
works of value are new works, live works, fresh works, written in public, for proof of authorship. 
Purposes for establishing a level of professionalism and trusted value for respect in the given #trade & 
profession of #writing. This is not a new concept the algorithms of news and writings establishments 
of writings and the puttings togethers of written works of #art, is by any given trade or profession, 
considered a trade secret, and when it's time, with heart shared. When the time comes, #smart is 
shared, when it's not necessary fun is shared, when it's needed #creativity is shared, when it's 
required thoughts and ideas are shared, when it's possible deals are made, when it's creatable written 
works are written and submitted to #SCOTUS by #lesliefischman, I'm not an Investigator or 
Prosecutor, I'm not a Perpetrator or Offender or Fraud, I'm in the Helping Professions, I do not 
Support the Mafia or Black Market or Criminals or #Sex Trade or Hard Core Porn Industries. In fact 
have notably chastised those who have contributed to the raping of #Women in Society and Cold 
Behavior toward the Hearts of Women, resulting in our Mental Illnesses.

What is not understood is okay, is not being projected as evidence of misconduct on behalf of anyone 
involved, as stated as to any other subject mentioned within stated prior, within this given text, it's 
simply in addition a feeling triggered, rationale, for detachment, something that really hurt my feelings, 
really broke me, to be treated as replaceable, unimportant, not special, whatever, invisible. (Song: 
Invisible by #SkylarGrey). No one gets promoted or demoted by me, I'm not powerful it's all by your 
own hardwork and ethic you achieve in life not by the opinions held by others in society do[es] [not] 
matter as much these days but by the solid backings of your professional record and work 
experience. I always see the good in others, see well. I always deal an upper hand first if chastised 
like playing #Poker with my Dad in #Mammoth getting 3 Aces, Wow! Cool. Then with patience explain 
later when I have the time, that's in Gods hands, #RobDebakey once told me "God heals all wounds." 
My Ex-Boyfriend (2007-2010) we were going to Marry but I chose to focus on School instead not 
come 3rd in life to Friends.
 
-----

Today we pray for the sins we have forgotten, the mistakes we have made in judgment that led us 
astray, the mistakes we may make along the way as we create new ground and concepts for peace, I 
think it is our best efforts always that shine, even in times when insecure, lose confidence, can be 
achieved by the most simple forms of record keeping.



achieved by the most simple forms of record keeping.

-----

I.
 
Oral Arguments by Leslie A. Fischman
Against the Making of The Movie Legally Blonde (After the Movie: Clueless)
in Lieu of Terrorism that Followed The Simpson Trial of The Century While A Star Athlete and Star 
Student was Applying to Law School a Certified Crisis Hotline Counselor (2004)
 
We are very fair with everyone do our best:

Smart
Good
Blinde
Retarded

 
I provide inside to more than one way to see things always. Told to argue both sides on exams. If you 
don’t like my best and try to prove grose retarded then see (4) noah’s arc joke for proof I’m whatever 
you need to hear to say (youre this youre that, im normal youre weird, youre grose im not, youre cold 
youre angry your dangerous youre homicidal I’m good). (chant recommended to people who 
prosecute people for fun to see what happens, trying to prove bad) (issue identified: cc: US Supreme 
Court bcc: Barack Obama) (Note: Good doesn’t care, good does good when others see good and 
trust is earned) (Good does not undo bad, Im not bad, Im quiet workhorse since 2003, I earned 
respect back, lost for whatever reasons leave #Windward alone!!!!!!).
 
The whole truth and nothing but the truth #SCOTUS. I keep a lot to myself. I don't really talk about 
painful stuff out loud. But you guys should really take into consideration my position has not been 
easy as a law student. I got thrown in the psych ward 7 times. Why? I committed suicide in 2009 
that's how I ended up in the psych ward in 2009. Why did they keep recreating those conditions, 
afterward?
 
You guys think now is crazy. Imagine what the 90s were like for me. So I mean come on. I had to do 
school with helicopters and news vans and phone calls from Star Magazine to my Fax Line. cc: 
#PresidentTrump #BarackObama #SCOTUS #usarmy I think everyone needs to focus, appreciate all. 
Be disciplined, conservative, hardworking, and do their best always. Help out at home, do their 
chores, keep up with errands, task oriented, make lists, see the Doctor, read everyday, keep a journal 
or go to therapy, get sober or go to AA, or drink on occasion and work hard in between. We live in the 
safest Country in the World. Don't be spoiled! Be grateful! Rule #1: To be successful NEVER complain, 
if so, by report to LAPD or FBIDC only. When I complained, I didn't get the job at The Government, 
because some Clerk was hitting on me I told him I had a boyfriend and he wouldnt stop talking to me 
texting me.
 
-----

Trust eachother don’t go by news stories – “all crimes are senseless” why I stopped watching TV just 
write. I mean no one though to assemble everything blinde build one launch pad? Thank you #NASA 
run everyday. #PopeFrancis replies, create good. Trying. If you create more good than bad, you will be 
remembered in the positive. Okay. If you focus on the negative undo their wrongs, then you weaken 
yourself. Don’t throw garbage back shout retarded retorts to make others not feel bad detach feel 
better than. That’s not your job, stop cycles. Directions: To stop cycle of violence > leave and build a 
new (To stop repetition of bad > build one launch pad from a good base to get everyone to good 
minded smart see well see the good in others and live long). #SCOTUS



minded smart see well see the good in others and live long). #SCOTUS
 
#RespectAll Respect your superiors in life: The educated, the professional, and the knowledgeable, if 
you cant see out youre in over youre head in to[o] knee deep to go back to school or need more job 
training. It’s really disheartening to get beat up and have to speak explain how the World works to 
everyone, so they feel included not threatened, safe not paranoid, at peace not hostile, vindicated for 
their wrongs by causing harm to others is unnecessary and improper at all times, exonerate 
yourselves by doing good in the World not by causing harm to others, when you hurt others you only 
hurt yourselves. Take responsibility for your actions, bow down or step up in life, otherwise do not 
interfere with the positive progress made by other to whom others depend on for support and a sense 
of normalcy. Always be a rock is what my Mom has told me over the years. cc: The US Supreme Court 
Issue: If you don’t know me, don’t hurt me.
 
Don’t misrepresent retarded people as bad. Retarded doesn’t make bad, bad makes retarded, 
retarded doesn’t make bad, bad makes retarded, retarded is codependency easily affected by others, 
they either think youre funny, or cant see you not on their radar, they don’t pay close attention to other 
because their focused on themselves.
 
Don’t misinform yourselves by reading between too many lines, by making negative inferences, and 
poor assumptions about others. You only make yourselves sick when you think negatively of others, 
and it makes others sick when you talk $hit about others. Tip of the day SCOTUS I write so much, I’m 
always clear, I never F with anyone’s head, always honest, truthful to a T. 
 
On the bright side the good news is that retarded people are actually important to society, they see 
wrong be wrong to see right because they don’t see bad don’t understand whys have trouble figuring 
out how when they see themselves and see a goal everything feels so far away they concentrate so 
hard slow just to get there don’t understand others well because they are trying to[o] hard to feel 
smart protect smart and laugh at stuff all the time, so when the Librarian with disability is being hostile 
toward me when everyone is either calm cheery or cordial I know somethings up if he makes fun of 
me. I know people are retarded and Im not scared of retarded people (are harmless codependent) 
because I went to Broadway Gym with [students with Down Syndrome], our class after theirs, saw 
them in the locker room, on the Van rides to the Gym the driver playing “you give me fever” singing 
along. In 2nd grade I was strong anyways turned tomboy held the record for pull-ups (12) for Girls, 
doing back walkovers on the balance beam, leaned how in the grass Katie Muslin taught me how, one 
hand back to land, then kick over one leg at a time, they wanted me to compete as a pre-teen, my 
Mom said no it will stunt your growth if you do weight training, even scouted for the Movie, Corina 
Corina. My Mom declined. Fun stories. Courlve shoudlve would’ve who cares im a law student got 
into an LLM Masters in Law Program without a JD, by courses completed good enough I tell them 
everything including when I decided to Brady Campaign after their Founders died (Fall) went nude 
PRIOR July 2015 NOT while Campaigning (#BBDO as my witness) and did my best. It takes awhile to 
get the hang of writing online come up with material figure out best presentation style – no Followers 
not Famous, when Sydney Simpson dropped out from the Campaign that’s when I tried harder. To get 
my friend back.

-----

The Resentments We Harbor by Leslie A. Fischman
10/21/17
 
The resentments we harbor are usually due to some expectation that something need be said to keep 
something from occurring we think necessary to keep something past from happening or something 
responsible connected past that is reason for something occurring usually a delusional connection like 
an Ohio Street Meeting and an Ohio Shooting or a Marymount Speaker and a Marymount Santa 
Barbara Death. These are just guilty feeling they bear and connections they assembled and their 



Barbara Death. These are just guilty feeling they bear and connections they assembled and their 
speakers I was just a member of their audience a Law Student. Middle fingers up holds her pose 
Justice Ginsberg in reply to my Ex-Sponsor on her page middle fingers up on a Chair lift bitter middle 
fingers back to her audience up a chair lift October 2017 after Las Vegas. We are in mourning, why so 
negative? Defensive? When no one is accusing anyone of misconduct. I’m not being defensive.
 
Something intrinsically valuable which cannot be replaced by anything new is called of value, written 
works of value are new works, live works, fresh works, written in public, for proof of authorship. 
Purposes for establishing a level of professionalism and trusted value for respect in the given #trade & 
profession of #writing. This is not a new concept the algorithms of news and writings establishments 
of writings and the puttings togethers of written works of #art, is by any given trade or profession, 
considered a trade secret, and when it's time, with heart shared. When the time comes, #smart is 
shared, when it's not necessary fun is shared, when it's needed #creativity is shared, when it's 
required thoughts and ideas are shared, when it's possible deals are made, when it's creatable written 
works are written and submitted to #SCOTUS by #lesliefischman, I'm not an Investigator or 
Prosecutor, I'm not a Perpetrator or Offender or Fraud, I'm in the Helping Professions, I do not 
Support the Mafia or Black Market or Criminals or #Sex Trade or Hard Core Porn Industries. In fact 
have notably chastised those who have contributed to the raping of #Women in Society and Cold 
Behavior toward the Hearts of Women, resulting in our Mental Illnesses.

What is not understood is okay, is not being projected as evidence of misconduct on behalf of anyone 
involved, as stated as to any other subject mentioned within stated prior, within this given text, it's 
simply in addition a feeling triggered, rationale, for detachment, something that really hurt my feelings, 
really broke me, to be treated as replaceable, unimportant, not special, whatever, invisible. (Song: 
Invisible by #SkylarGrey). No one gets promoted or demoted by me, I'm not powerful it's all by your 
own hardwork and ethic you achieve in life not by the opinions held by others in society do[es] [not] 
matter as much these days but by the solid backings of your professional record and work 
experience. I always see the good in others, see well. I always deal an upper hand first if chastised 
like playing #Poker with my Dad in #Mammoth getting 3 Aces, Wow! Cool. Then with patience explain 
later when I have the time, that's in Gods hands, #RobDebakey once told me "God heals all wounds." 

Facebook Heading: Alternate Interpretations by #MYMOLLYDOLL #lesliefischman
What You Know Is Important by Leslie A. Fischman
01-17-18
 
What you know is important, to disclosures. That is what is sought, is information unknown to others, 
but known to you, that is how one is interrogated, by information known now known. Usually people 
with information are known to others, and people who suspect information is known, interrogate those 
people. What information is known, is what is presently thought in possession, but not had, and upon 
such bases, a decision is made as to the outlook and conduct of an individual who has not relapsed 
and is sober, for which others are now defensive to. Do not suspect or interrogate those who are 
innocent, it is by your own misconducts, that innocence is lost, not by one you deem relevant judged 
as an offender for decisions past or present. Be careful not to intimidate people with your knowledge 
or think present circumstances non-existing that’s called delusion. Delusion is not  a punishable 
offense in this Country, but theft is. Do not steal from others, do not steal the identities of others, and 
do not erase anything. That is considered the highest offense. What is not yours cannot be taken by 
anyone, I am not a dependent, I am an ABA Certified Paralegal, I never play victim. How one 
communicates is important, what you connect is what you deem relevant. I am not connected to 
anyone, and I have no associations, I'm very professional. I am like minded in the realm of public 
safety, and mental health concerns. Be careful of overzealous prosecution of innocent people, that 
leads to unrealized hardships, and does not cause one to commit crimes, but report crimes upon 
them. Distrust following statements of “noted for her honesty” does not make sense. Be very careful 
with your words towards others, not be offensive toward anyone, who you deem as not good enough 
or replaceable. Do not judge people for their character, or for their decisions or choices made, they 



or replaceable. Do not judge people for their character, or for their decisions or choices made, they 
are not your own. Always be yourself.

-

Misunderstanding causes illness. Don't hurt me. My Dad invented the "Normal Button" and I invented 
the "See Clear" button. Now #PopeFrancis will grade me. He believes in me and my Families. 
#ForgiveAll

-

Sharing Incomplete Ideas by Leslie A. Fischman
12-29-17
 
Always give time to processed thoughts, and never share an incomplete idea. Incomplete ideas cause 
others to question you, wanting to know more, a more general sound basis and rationale is decided 
upon you as needed. Do not share anything that is incomplete or not put together, as you will be 
questioned as to the basis for you decision-making and/or rationale basis for judgment upon the 
thoughts that you have.
 
On Twitter we discussed:
 
Why everyone is hyped on #SocialMedia, I said was to distract you. Then further explained “these are 
just distractions to help [you] not take the place of reality. Mind you [to] make better self then return to 
reality … [reminding everyone] to be careful on #SocialMedia highs are temporary to resolve 
depression.” (@mmdfilmbase, 12/29/17). –I then went on to discuss things we need to work on: (1) 
more work to be done (2) not finished yet (3) always leave open spaces (4) open interpretation and 
applied (5) where we zoom in, and then shared my Laker Game Notes. (@mmdfilmbase, 12/29/17).
 
More Work To Be Done (definition): When something is incomplete and there is more work to be done, 
means there is a void, that needs to be filled, something missing, or something lacking, to make 
something feel whole complete.

Not Finished Yet (definition): When something is incomplete or finished, it will be picked up, and pryed 
into, spaces, to see what more work needs to be done, to fix a situation, or a person, or an idea, 
made better, taken.

Always Leave Open Spaces (definition): This is called leaving some breathing room, air to breathe, 
meaning people need space to think and to put together their own thoughts, not to mistake people, as 
not knowing, assume, people know more, then you will feel less control or necessity to speak 
assemble. 

Open Interpretation and Applied (definition): When you leave things open for interpretation, like 
impressionist painters, you give your audience the control and direction for their own thoughts, not 
directed by you. 

Where We Zoom In (definition): Where and what we focus on affects our judgments and what we see, 
then spins off from there, you are always in control of your thought processes, not controlled by the 
thoughts of others. 

Laker Game Notes 12/23/17:
 
Errors-Loss-Selfishness (definition): Whenever you are in error or when others are in error, you feel a 
sense of blame, or react to others in defense of blame, when this occurs, you are being selfish, 



sense of blame, or react to others in defense of blame, when this occurs, you are being selfish, 
centered on self, for causes, not focused outside or yourself, for justifications as to whys, you are 
smaller than the sum of its parts.
 
Behavior-Comfort (definition): What we perceive and what we know are two different things, how you 
will be interpreted is how you will be judged by others, by what you say and what you know, will be 
the interpretation taken from your information, as to what you know, by what you say, is how you will 
be interpreted.
 
Reaction – Cause and Effect (definition): How you react to circumstances, will justify to others causes 
and effects, and sources for blame, how you are put into the mix, is how you will be defined, by your 
words and your actions and reactions to stimulus’s and or people, is how you will be judged, whether 
in response to or on your own.
 
Everyone = Win (definition): When you take the side of the majority that equals a win, when you take 
the side of the minority that equals a loss, when you take your own side, what does that equal, 
hopefully a better understanding of you, your side.
 
I then went on to state the following (without further explanation, herein):
 
“So that’s what[s] thought, when people don’t like you to begin with error, win = everything [is] no big 
deal. Big deal makes worse. Im not important poor = plan. [This is being related to a news story, I’m 
not homeless I am a dependent, disabled, be careful who you compare me to, Im not an offender, I’m 
a victim 2003, this is what is sought to be argued, a connection or relationship I am not criminal, be 
careful, do not hurt me, to create a team, I don’t believe in fighting, Im myself, when you amplify a 
subject, people who do not like me, take defense, then hurt me]. [These are examples of negative 
thought patterns about self, in response to others]. Losers make winners. Comparisons cause illness. 
Professionals v. Amateurs. In life, about concentration. Focus in not unique. Everyone has focus. 
Delusion v. Prediction = Not happening. What happens now. Anger toward you does not make your 
lost esteem important – feelings are not important people are. Your feelings reactions are never 
anyone’s fault but your own. You are not a product of what you speak, you are a product of the 
reactions of others. Why am I alive? UCLA (2009)? Live, quiet.
 
Maybe working in a field unrelated to anything –outside every scope. Focus on oneself is best. Not 
relating anything to anything to preserve. I think because I didn’t get married yet it ruined my image 
why Im not trusted and why I’m more prone to hurt[ing] myself date the wrong choices in life. I don’t 
think that’s weird – normal, but should always be in control and only date to marry –take life seriously 
[with a] good attitude a negative attitude is a turn off.
 
(Defenses to Victim-Blaming and Shaming):

I got taken off my Adderrall.
Interpreted.
Looked like I need to be interpreted.
Difficulty communicating.
So I appear mentally ill.
To match my medical records.
To explain [why] suicidal 2009 UCLA [where I was hospitalized].

 
Things are about what you make them [to be] about what you do not discuss will not come up in 
conversation.


